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DISCOVER MORE INSIGHT  

Omnicontext™ is a new generation of monitoring and reporting 
platform for technology services. It delivers robust measurement 
of availability, end-user experience, quality of service and usage 
for the full stack of enterprise applications. 

The monitoring software is easy to deploy, scales from the small-
est to the largest organizations, and includes a comprehensive 
selection of out-of-the box metrics. It works for cloud services, 
hybrid and on premise.

Omnicontext™ technology makes full enterprise-grade monitoring 
and reporting available with a much lower deployment eff ort and at 
a fraction of the cost of legacy monitoring products.
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Supported Common IT Services:

REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION

MESSAGING, COLLABORATION, 
MOBILITY

ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

HARDWARE AND OPERATION 
SYSTEMS

CLOUD BUSINESS APPLICATIONS



OFFICE 365 MONITORING AND ANALYTICS 
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Omnicontext™ produces real-time and historic 
insight into the end-user experience, usage 
and adoption of key Offi  ce 365 apps:

Exchange, Sharepoint, OneDrive, Teams, PowerBI, 
Skype for Business, and more.
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Cloud applications such as Microsoft Offi  ce 365 
change the way people work. By making con-
ferencing, email, and collaboration universally 
available across desktop and mobile devices 
they can make us more effi  cient, but can also 
consume time for less productive activities. 
Measuring availability and usage patterns of this 
technology is critically important.

Omnicontext™ delivers comprehensive 
Microsoft Offi  ce 365 analytics to validate 
the success of cloud migration projects and 
verify the impact of these projects on work 
productivity. 

WE MAKE SUCCESS MEASURABLE FOR PROFESSIONALS, 
TEAMS, AND ORGANIZATIONS

Hypersoft Analytics track the use of diff erent 
communications methods, OneDrive usage and 
performance, details of live meetings, video calls, 
screen sharing sessions and enterprise voice calls. 

Omnicontext™ can integrate Offi  ce 365 metrics 
with other business data such as cost of travel, 
usage of physical meeting rooms, or revenue 
from specifi c customers and products, for in-
depth understanding of the impact of technology 
on the effi  ciency of core business. 


